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RESOLUTION 454
on

REAFFIRMING COMMITMENT TO NATO’S FOUNDING PRINCIPLES AND
VALUES*
The Assembly,
1.
Celebrating the 70th anniversary of the transatlantic Alliance – a unique political-military
community of like-minded nations and a bulwark of the free world;
2.
Convinced that the enduring prominence of this Alliance as a major international actor not
only stems from the military, economic, and technological strength of its members, but also from the
commitment to the shared principles and values that underpin the transatlantic community;
3.
Recalling that the North Atlantic Treaty, signed on 4 April 1949 in Washington, D.C., stipulates
in its preamble the determination of the Allies “to safeguard the freedom, common heritage and
civilisation of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of
law”, and that, in Article 2, the Allies express their commitment to “strengthening their free
institutions”;
4.
Noting that, particularly after the fall of the Berlin Wall, NATO contributed significantly to the
spread of democratic principles across the Euro-Atlantic area, and beyond, through political
statements, the Open Door policy, and partnership mechanisms;
5.
Recalling its own role as a forum to discuss the democratic credentials of NATO members
during the Cold War and its activities in the post-Cold War era, supporting new democracies and
helping them to develop mechanisms of parliamentary oversight of the defence and security sector;
6.
Stressing that after the end of the Cold War, many nations broke free and were able to join
NATO, and lamenting that some of them are still fighting for their freedom and their right to freely
choose their foreign policy vector and to join the Alliance;
7.
Mindful of the ongoing paradigm shifts in the global political and security landscape as a result
of significant technological, economic, and demographic developments, and aware that these
developments can empower autocrats and lead to a global erosion of democracy and human rights
standards;
8.
Deeply concerned that the Euro-Atlantic nations are not immune to phenomena such as
decreasing popular confidence in political institutions, disenchantment with mainstream parties, and
media and general democratic backsliding, which can jeopardise the trust among the Allies;
9.
Deploring external interference, particularly by the Russian Federation, in the democratic
processes in North America and Europe, the aggression against Ukraine and Georgia, and attempts
to undermine the Alliance’s unity and deepen internal cleavages through cyber intrusions, social
media manipulation, and other hybrid tactics;
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10. Emphasising, nevertheless, that the founding principles and values of the Alliance remain
valid and continue to define the Alliance’s identity;
11. URGES member governments and parliaments of the North Atlantic Alliance to take a more
proactive approach in promoting and protecting democratic values within the Euro-Atlantic
community and beyond, and in particular:
a.

to consider designating a structure within NATO institutions with a mandate and capacity to
monitor and report – in a respectful and constructive manner – on the democratic credentials
of member and candidate states, when there is reasonable ground for it, and to offer assistance
to member states on election integrity and security, judicial independence, press freedom, and
other aspects critical to maintaining a vibrant democracy;

b.

to consider updating NATO’s Strategic Concept to include stronger commitment to democratic
values and to expand references to democracy, human rights, and the rule of law in NATO’s
external communication, including NATO Summit Communiqués;

c.

to ensure adequate support to relevant Centres of Excellence, particularly the NATO
Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence, the NATO Strategic Communications
Centre of Excellence, and the European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats,
in order to support democracy resilience programmes in member states;

d.

to exchange best practices and innovative techniques and to develop further cooperation with
the EU in enhancing the cyber literacy of citizens and in tackling disinformation, hate speech,
and other hybrid threats;

e.

to identify national electoral systems as strategic infrastructure and provide them with
adequate protection and to raise awareness among officials and participants of electoral
campaigns on how to detect and prevent hostile interference;

f.

to support the NATO Public Diplomacy Division and relevant national actors, including
parliamentarians, in their efforts to reach out to new generations of Europeans and
North Americans and to spread awareness of NATO’s core missions and values;

g.

to reaffirm commitment to NATO’s Open Door policy as a tool to spread the zone of stability
and democratic standards in Europe, to support the Euro-Atlantic integration of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Georgia, and Ukraine, and to help strengthen their resilience against foreign
interference;

h.

to support multilateral efforts to sanction human rights abusers;

i.

to foster the implementation of NATO’s Women, Peace, and Security agenda and to
mainstream gender through all NATO policies;

j.

to redouble efforts on the national, regional, and international levels to tackle the root causes
of public discontent, including migration and income inequality;

k.

to encourage authoritative figures in politics, culture, and science to help rebuild public support
for democratic values and the rules-based global order;

l.

to continue using the NATO Parliamentary Assembly as a venue for Allies to exchange their
views on how to defend and promote NATO’s core principles within the Alliance and beyond.

12.

URGES international social media corporations to allocate sufficient resources to work with
relevant international organisations, including NATO, its member states and partner nations
as well as their civil societies, to identify and counter disinformation and social media
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manipulation efforts aimed at influencing the free electoral choices of member and partner
nations.
_______________
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